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Intro
It’s rough out there. Not one of us has dealt with a global pandemic. It is a first 
for everyone.  Sometimes it feels like there are no solid answers anymore. In this 
time of uncertainty, businesses need trusted sources that can help them 
navigate the months ahead. 97th Floor has the expertise and the experience to 
help you weather today’s unique challenges. One of our core values is to 
elevate brands and people we believe in, and right now, we believe in helping 
businesses navigate these difficult times. 

 

We have a lot of deep experience working with brands in the financial industry. 
We have worked with companies like TurboTax, Discover Financial Services, 
Capital One, Simple Thrifty Living, Accuplan, Wells Fargo, and others. Today, 
your marketing matters more than ever, and we are here to help you push 
through the noise and provide services that are needed most right now.

 

We want all companies to survive because we need each other. To help, we 
have deconstructed online marketing efforts of some of the great companies in 
the finance industry to illustrate strategic ideas that can take your brand to 
greater heights. We are of course happy to help you survive and thrive in these 
difficult times, but we hope the learnings that we describe below will help all 
businesses--whether our client or not.

01 Importance of online communities 
& building brand affinity

02 Need for killer content, fueled by:

03 Strategies for creating content 
that engages and simplifies

Here’s what you’ll find as you dive in:

01

04 Where companies in the Industry 
are acquiring high authority links

05 How to leverage current 
assets/bumping up keywords



Communities band together, increase confidence and increase commitment 
to a brand. This is a time to capitalize on building brand affinity.

Value of
Communities

Some industries are exciting and easily build strong communities. At first glance, finance may seem very transactional 
and not conducive to thriving community engagement. That could not be further from the truth. 
 
In particular, the personal finance niche has many passionate communities online. Reddit is a great ecosystem for 
facilitating the growth of these communities, therefore, many of the most engaging will be found there. Here are some 
examples of some of the biggest finance-related subreddits to tap into.

10,235,956
subscribers
Reddit.com/r/personalfinance

628,703
subscribers

Reddit.com/r/frugal

183,573
subscribers

Reddit.com/r/financialindependence

These are staggering numbers. Now before you head over to these communities to promote content, pause and 
consider that there is a far better way that will yield fruit for the long-term. Naked promotion will not work; aggressive 
marketing is not well tolerated on Reddit. Instead, what does well here is adding value to the community over time. 
Participate in the community. Become a part of the ecosystem. This will build up your credibility and illustrate that you 
aren’t only there to take, but rather to give. The goal here is to build a base of raving fans.
 
Once you have demonstrated that you are a good citizen and have gained credibility, your next step is to transition 
these raving fans from the various subreddits over to your ecosystem. Again, the goal here is to continue to provide 
massive value-- but now you will do it under your own roof. One company that has done this very well is YNAB.
 
YNAB has done an excellent job siphoning traffic from these various subreddits into their own YNAB Reddit community 
(Reddit.com/r/ynab). The YNAB Reddit community, or subreddit, has over 93k subscribers and is growing fast. Here is a 
chart illustrating the consistent growth of the YNAB subreddit.
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subscribers
10,235,956

subscribers
628,703

subscribers
183,573

 Reddit is a great ecosystem for facilitating 
the growth of these communities, therefore, 
many of the most engaging will be found 
there. Here are some examples of some of 
the biggest finance related subreddits to 
tap into.

In particular, the  personal finance 
niche has many passionate 
communities online.

Facilitating the Growth
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So what is fueling 
this community’s 
growth?

One of the largest contributors
 is the focus on the user. Like most financial pursuits, YNAB 
is a complex product. Jesse, the founder of YNAB, once said 
that YNAB is really an education company that makes 
software. This paradigm is critical. The focus becomes less 
on getting people to adopt the tool and more about adopting 
skills that will change their lives. It just so happens that the 
best tools to make adoption easier, according to the 
philosophy they teach, is what YNAB has created.

 

Here are what members of the r/personalfinance subreddit 
are saying about the methodology. Notice how the value is 
rooted in the methodology/philosophy and not in the product 
or service.
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Users read reviews like this and are then directed to the r/YNAB community, fueling growth for 
the community and growth for the company. However, the methodology and education that 
members are citing are what have changed their lives. Two core components facilitate this 
transformation.

1. Content that provides the answer someone is searching for.

2. Users finding  the answer.

 

As you positively contribute to existing communities, those communities will recognize your 
value and come to you, no begging required.

High Quality
Content Marketing

Useful, actionable content provides value to your users. This quality content is the basis for any 
successful content marketing effort. Your audience isn’t dumb; they know good stuff when they 
see it. When you provide good content, your audience will stick around and become users and 
advocates for your company.

Without a doubt, creating new, high-quality, keyword-targeted content is one of the most 
rewarding actions any business in the finance space could take. Content should be created for 
the user first, but for it to be valuable, it must also be findable. SEO done well is the perfect 
marriage between solid content and the ability to be found when users are 
asking questions.

There are two core aspects to creating incredible content.

•  Understanding what users are searching for through keyword research.

•  Satiating the user intent through  semantic optimization.
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Keyword research will help you understand exactly what content people are 
looking for. It is an insight into users' needs. Your target personas are asking 
questions already, you just need to meet their question with the best answer.
To understand what kind of finance-related questions users were asking, we 
pulled a lot of keyword data—like, over 111,000 unique keywords specific to the 
finance niche.

After researching the keyword-level data, we needed to organize it to make it 
useful. The goal in leveraging all of this data is to understand a few things.

•  The first is understanding the keyword topics that are heavily searched. We find these topics by understanding 
which URLs in the industry rank well and what are the respective keywords each URL ranks for.
•  Secondly, we need to understand how authoritative the ranking URLs are. The URL’s authority is largely based on 
acquiring backlinks. Knowing how authoritative these well-ranking URLs are gives us insight into how difficult the 
keyword topic is to rank for.
•  Lastly, we wanted to see each URL’s ranking keyword breakdown. We segmented the ranking keywords into three 
buckets —keywords ranking in the top 3, top 10, and positions 11–100. Knowing the ranking spread allows us to 
identify which URLs have spread out rankings and which are dominating the top 10 results.

The data we compiled looked like this:

Keyword
Research

Of course, not every one of these URLs (about 20k in total) will be perfectly relevant content ideas for every business. 
What we are looking for are URLs with high-value keyword groups that we could outrank for minimal investment. We 
are looking for easy-to-rank-for keyword groupings that have a good amount of traffic. For example, when we see a 

URL that ranks for a group of keywords that represent ~10k monthly searches but only has 5 links from 3 referring 
domains, it could be indicative of easy traffic pickins. We then just need to create better content than the current 
ranking content, optimize it for the given keyword set, and build a handful of links.
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The best part is that semantic optimization generates repeated results. This example is one of many. In fact, when 
comparing content that was semantically optimized vs a control group on Capital One’s site, we saw the
following results.

You might have heard terms like TF-IDF and LSI keywords thrown around when discussing content creation.
We roll these ideas together into what we call semantic optimization. 

If keyword research is understanding the words people search, then semantic optimization is understanding the ideas 
people are searching for. It is a window into the user intent behind the search. 

By leaning on tools to reverse engineer which topics, words, or phrases need to be included in your 
content to rank well. 

Capital One recently knows this all too well. The credit card industry’s digital landscape is predominantly owned by 
affiliate sites, thus credit card companies are forced to pay the affiliate sites to be placed and linked to their offerings. 
Capital One needed content to compete in the tough ecosystem. Through semantic optimization in our content creation 
process, we have effectively cut through the noise to enabled them to compete better. Here is an example of one of the 
growth charts for an incredibly difficult-to-rank-for keyword.

Semantic Optimization & Capital One

So what exactly do we mean when we say
“create better content”?
Creating better content means that your content is more 
impactful to the end-user. It isn’t content created for content’s 
sake, and it isn’t thin. It is content that gets to the core of the 
user’s intention. It is about satiating the need or want behind 
the query. The most efficient way to do this is through 
semantic optimization.

If I told you you could 
generate 10x the users 
while improving user 
engagement metrics 
would you believe me? 
This is exactly what 
semantic optimization 
allows us to do.

Of course, not every one of these URLs (about 20k in total) will be perfectly relevant content ideas for every business. 
What we are looking for are URLs with high-value keyword groups that we could outrank for minimal investment. We 
are looking for easy-to-rank-for keyword groupings that have a good amount of traffic. For example, when we see a 

URL that ranks for a group of keywords that represent ~10k monthly searches but only has 5 links from 3 referring 
domains, it could be indicative of easy traffic pickins. We then just need to create better content than the current 
ranking content, optimize it for the given keyword set, and build a handful of links.
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400%
More tra�c came to
the 97th Floor articles

5x
More earned keywords 
on the 97th Floor articles

Once your top-notch content is created, it is time to rank it in search engines to get it found.

One topic that is never eagerly approached or easily understood is that of taxes, Turbo Tax provides a solution that 
makes it easy for individuals and even businesses to take on their taxes and parses it into easy, actionable steps. But 
how to make taxes exciting and how to get in front of the audience that needs you most? TurboTax identified the need 
for content designed to attract and drive a large amount of traffic while making something shareable\and helpful for 
users in the industry.
 
 We tackled this need by focusing on simplicity and education and settled on an interactive of the US Tax Code.

Creative Content that Engages and Simplifies

As a user landed on the page they were met with simple instructions for how to interact with the content. Simply put, 
as you scrolled down you’d see the history of the tax code illustrated as well as interesting facts regarding tax rates 
throughout time. 
 
The piece was seeded in relevant communities online that would find it interesting. As a result, the piece generated 
over 70,000 visits in 60 days, right in time for tax season.
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Building High Authority Links 
in the Financial Niche

The financial niche
can be difficult to break through due to how many incredibly 
authoritative domains compete in the space. However, through a 
well-crafted campaign and knowing some of the intricacies of how to 
build links in this niche you can make incredible progress.

An example of getting on a 
huge feeder site is the page 
that the Mayo Clinic has 
citing YNAB as well as Mint 
and Quicken.

 
YNAB has been doing some incredible link building over time.
Ahrefs indicates that YNAB is increasing in referring domains quite 
healthily which  raises the question “Where is YNAB getting their links 
from?”
 
One thing we found right away, is that YNAB has some great links on 
what we like to call “feeder sites.” “Feeder sites” are sites that have 
content that is syndicated by many other large publications. Feeder 
sites are also seen as the authority and therefore content produced 
there will be cited on other sites. Think of it as the online equivalent of 
getting a citation on a canonical source of information and having 
many derivatives cite the canon (which includes your work). Finding 
valuable feeder sites can be immensely powerful for SEO due to the 
amount and the quality of links that can be obtained.

Site

Site

High Authority
Feeder Site

Site
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Sure, these links are “no-follow” links, but let's look at the scale of this placement. This text is used across hundreds of 
incredibly authoritative sites. 
 
Here are some examples that use this exact text with the exact links.

•  http://giftplanning.temple.edu/tips-for-tax-time 
•  https://plannedgiving.ucdavis.edu/tips-for-tax-time 
•  https://giftplanning.uff.ufl.edu/tips-for-tax-time 

Getting hundreds of high authority links sends a clear 
message to Google that your site is trusted and will 
make it easier to rank for competitive financial 
keywords. Take the campaign we’ve championed for 
Simple Thrifty Living.
 
Simple Thrifty Living needed to climb in the rankings for some incredibly authoritative keywords. One of the largest 
challenges ranking for this level of competition is that Simple Thrifty Living’s overall DR was quite a bit lower than 
competitors. To overcome this we focused on high authority links to make up the difference as much as possible. The 
results speak for itself.
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A Bird in
Your Hand

If you’ve previously created content for nearly any length of time you’ve likely got many opportunities for increased 
traffic. You might not need to create any new content to achieve your results--if you know how to leverage what you 
already have. Taking advantage of your existing content is one of the best ways to maximize growth with minimal 
investment.
 
Most websites have opportunities to generate a lot more organic traffic through their existing content. To diagnose how 
many opportunities there are we follow the following format: 

1.  Pulled all ranking keywords (positions 1–50) from Ahrefs.
2.  Segment the data to see rankings in specific ranking buckets. We segment rankings by keywords in the top 3  
     positions, positions 4–10, page 2, and positions 21–50. We do this for every URL on the site to gain an      
     understanding of each page and its rankings. 
 
To illustrate what this looks like, we’ve completed the analysis for On-Deck, the online small business lending company. 
Here are the results:

From a glance at the spreadsheet above, you can see the ranking URLs on the site and the various keyword ranking 
buckets. This allows for an at-a-glance understanding of the ranking spread across your pages. This makes it easy to 
determine URLs that are on the cusp of ranking for far more keywords than they already are. This also allows you to 
forecast how big the expected traffic increases will be.
 
Let’s go through an example of how this data can enable us to take traffic-increasing action.
We see in the above screenshot that the blog post “Gross Revenue Vs. Net Revenue” ranks for many keywords and has 
immense potential to drive more traffic. Here is a quick distillation of the ranking opportunity.
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To give additional perspective of what these keywords are, here is a snapshot of the ranking keywords that make up 
these ranking buckets.

Top 3 Ranking 
Positions

Ranking in 
Positions 4-10

Page 2
Rankings

Pages 3-5 
Rankings

Number of
Ranking Keywords

Sum of Keyword Monthly 
Search Volume

15
1,670

51
21,710

37
3,470

265
128,250

Looking at the average difficulty of these keywords, as well as taking into account that this post ranks as it does with 
not many links, OnDeck could bump these keywords up into the top 3 with only a handful of inbound links. There is a 
significant difference in traffic between ranking in position 4-6 vs ranking in the top 3 listings. Here is a snapshot from 
AdvancedWebRanking’s Organic CTR study.
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It is important to note that this OnDeck page has only 7 backlinks from 3 referring domains. Building a handful of links 
to this page in addition to some semantic optimization would yield large organic lifts.
 
We deployed this exact strategy for LoanMart, a trusted car title loan company, and yielded 
great results.

97th Floor would love to run a completely free analysis of your site to illustrate pages on your site that could generate 
10x results.
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Wrapping Things Up

Like what you see?
We’ve worked with a number of financial institutions over the years. Want to know what it 
would be like to work together? Let’s get in touch! We’d love to run a free audit and chat about 
the campaigns that could work for your business.

We are all encountering a market--and a world--unlike any we have experienced before. For 
many individuals, and by extension many businesses, there are huge hurdles ahead. At 97th 
Floor, we believe in facing our struggles and dealing with them. We believe in adapting, in 
learning from others, and in sharing what we have learned.
 
We want to help you succeed. We hope that the information in this analysis might help you to 
market your financial services offering more effectively. And we’re always here if you need help. 
Just let us know. 

Drop us a note at 97thfloor.com/contact-97f

WE WORK WITH


